A stands for Albion the Queen of the main,
And B for the Britons, she boasts in her main;
C stands for Consul Invasion who drums;
and D for the drubbing he’ll get when he comes.

E stands for the Ensign of Britain unfurled
and F for her fleets which defy all the World;
G both for Graybills and Gunboats will fell,
and H. for the heroes who prepper’d them well

I stands for Invasion that wont stand at all
K. stands for our King who stands up for us all;
L for Liberty stands & our King will defend it
To some M that’s the murderer of Jaffa who’d end it.

N is Nelson of whom our foes sadly complain
O is ocean, where on he will beat them again;
P, our Prep, at whose freedom friend Bony looks grim
But attacking it Q’s a quietus for him

R means our Roast Beef which no Frenchman shall touch
and S is Sir Sydney who’ll show them as much;
For our Tars & their Triumphs T nobly appears
while V stands as glorious for Brave Volunteers.

For wooden walls W may claim some renown
which our foes to invade us, must climb or knock down
Then X. Y. & Z. means my songs at an end
As all(?) Frenchmen will soon be to land who pretend.